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As the pace of change continues to accelerate
in the financial services industry, digital
transformation has become a key strategic
initiative for staying ahead of the curve. In the
face of fierce competition, regulatory reform
and evolving customer needs, financial services
firms are under increased pressure to adapt
to the rapidly changing business landscape
and improve visibility and compliance while
controlling costs.
To do so, many are realizing they need more
than a traditional accounting system. Rather,
financial services companies recognize the
need for technology that is embedded with
comprehensive business management
capabilities and is built to handle change
and complexity.
But where to begin the digital transformation
journey? One of the critical steps centers around
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applications, moving your organization away from
legacy systems that don’t talk to each other and
onto a truly integrated suite of apps.
If you listen to the IT chiefs of financial services
firms that have already transformed into a truly
digital business, one of the common themes is
dealing with myriad disparate legacy applications,
often a mix of on-premise and on-demand
software. The goal is to get these siloed
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Customer
Relationship Management (CRM), ecommerce
and Business Intelligence applications talking
to each other, or even better running out of one
integrated suite.
Obviously this process requires time, effort and
investment, but the upside more than makes up
for the initial pain. Here are our top reasons on
why moving to a fully integrated suite will pay
dividends for your financial services company.
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Competitive advantage
In a data-driven world, having the latest
operational stats at hand is essential for any
financial services firm to compete, whether that’s
knowing how many M&A transactions have
been processed during the day or how many
student loans have been refinanced this year
and how these impact the company cash flow.
Using non-integrated applications makes it
impossible to obtain these types of insights
without duplicated and wasted effort. How can
a CEO or CFO know if the business is getting
real-time accurate data if that data has to be
sourced from disparate order management,
sales and accounting applications?
Adding an analytics layer on top of the different
applications just results in one more piece of
software to manage, with its own costs and
associated resource issues. It also presents
the headache of setting up the system for each
individual application, and then maintaining it
going forward.
The solution is to switch away from siloed
applications and bring all sales and accounting
systems into one place. This means that a
single version of critical data can be at the
fingertips of every employee who needs it,
wherever they happen to be located, and
without needing to rely on a third-party system
or analytics expert to crunch the data for them.
This, in turn, makes it easier to react to market
forces by taking immediate advantage of the
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data a business collects and to use it to gain
valuable business insights, rather than relying on
outdated, inaccurate information or guesswork.
Take the case of SRS Acquiom, a leading
provider of M&A post-closing processes
that realized the need for a secure, scalable
software after launching its business on paperbased processes. SRS selected NetSuite to
manage diverse business processes, including
marketing and CRM, sales pipelines, data
storage, and billing, accounting and financial
reporting. Since then, SRS has grown to
manage more than 500 M&A deals comprising
$70 billion in value.
Such an integrated approach also cuts down
on employee training requirements, as staff
will only need to grasp one system rather than
several different applications and overlying
analytics software; and eases the process of
expanding into new territories, markets or
product lines, as there is just one system to
deal with to facilitate the new project.

The customer is king

To best serve its customers, financial services
firms need the most up-to-date, accurate view
of their activities and profile. But this can prove
extremely difficult if their order information is
entered into one system, which then has to be
re-entered into a CRM system once they
become a customer and then set up in the
accounts system to process financial
transactions. In this digital era, customers
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expect their experience to be seamless,
without delays to processing sales, amending
orders or managing refunds if necessary.

increases the cost of protection, and increases
the overhead associated with managing multiple
app security.

Here again, an integrated suite offers the
optimum customer experience, as it means
you have a single record of each customer,
following from the initial prospect point right
through to repeat business status. This makes
it quicker and easier to offer customers
updates on their orders, linked to their
financial accounts and to resolve any
problems swiftly to maintain high levels of
customer satisfaction.

A unified apps suite will remove this issue as
the business can deploy a unified approach to
security, laser-focused on protecting the data
retained in a single system rather than trying to
keep multiple doors bolted.

NetSuite’s strong financial controls and
sophisticated integration capabilities have
helped alternative lender, SoFi, become a
servicer of its own loans—enabling them to
better align with members and deliver an
unparalleled level of customer service.
An integrated apps approach ensures all your
customer-facing employees can access any
interaction or transaction data required to get
the deal done immediately.

Added security

Siloed applications mean each system has to
be secured individually. This entails running
access management, data protection and
fraud prevention tools across several different
systems. Even if an organization runs one
combined product to provide security across
your different ERP, CRM, ecommerce and other
business applications, having to lock down
multiple systems increases the risk of a breach,
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Licensing complexity

Every separate application a financial services
company runs—accounting, financial planning,
order management, CRM, ecommerce and
business intelligence—represents extra resources
wasted by the IT department deploying,
integrating, managing and upgrading that system.
The business will also need to juggle licensing
requirements for several different pieces of
software, often from numerous vendors, making
the risk of noncompliance much higher.
Streamlining apps into one combined system
frees up the IT team to focus on projects and
systems that add competitive advantage to your
business, rather than acting as maintenance and
license-policy staff.

Going for growth

Payroll, expense management and incentive
scheme systems underpin any good business
—after all, the best organizations attract and
retain the best staff. But siloed systems for
functions like salary payments and holiday
accruals see human resources staff wasting
time filling in the same data across different
applications, which can lead to errors and
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unhappy employees. It also makes the
process of introducing new employees to the
organization more complex, as their personnel
details need to be added onto various Human
Capital Management (HCM) systems.
Here again, an integrated suite will let your
business speed up the time it takes to add
staff onto the corporate payroll and other HCM
functions, and keep a single-view, up-to-date
record of each employee.

When do we start?

As highlighted above, a move to an integrated
suite lets financial services firms beat the
competition, keep customers happy, improve
application security, decrease time spent on
software licensing, and more quickly expand
into new territories and introduce new staff to
the organization to help the business grow.
If your firm hasn’t already begun a shift away
from siloed applications as part of its digital
transformation journey, the time is now.
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